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TFM (THERMAL FORCE MICROSCOPY) 
ANALYSIS REPORT 

The purpose of this analysis was to find with high  precision the Thermal 
measurements of three UnMendezized 24 Karat Commercial One Ounce Gold 
bars, manufactured by three different manufacturers; Credit Suisse bearing serial 
number  656079, Johnson Matthey bearing serial number A743622, and Engelhard 
bearing  serial number 829483 compared to three Unique Mendezized® 24 Karat 
Commercial One Ounce Gold Bars 99999999999,9% pure, manufactured by 
Mendezized Metals Corporation bearing serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003. The 
secondary purpose of this analysis is to extrapolate the Thermal measurements of 
the three UnMendezized 24 Karat Commercial One Ounce Gold Bars compared to 
the Unique Mendezized® 24 Karat Commercial One Ounce Gold Bars bearing 
serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003. 

 
Thermal analysis was carried out with Bruker Dimension ICON Peak Force TUNA in 
air ambient conditions using a Thermal conducting probe. The system is located at 
the Nanoscale Integrated Fabrication and Instrumentation Center (NIFTI) at 
Northwestern University. NIFTI has a fleet of high performance MFM for doing 
advanced microscopy and has been used every year by more than 400 users 
coming from various Universities and Industries. The NIFTI Center is considered one 
of the preeminent TFM and nanopatterning facilities in the nation. The 
instrument is new, calibrated to its highest performance and since the Thermal 
Conductivity of the Very Rare Mendezized® 2 4  Kar at  C o m m erc ia l  Go ld  B ar s  
was very High a 1M-Ohm resistor was put between the sample and group  path.  

The UnMendezized 24 karat commercial Gold Ingots manufactured by three different 
manufacturers; Credit Suisse bearing serial number 656079, Johnson Matthey bearing 
serial number A743622, and Engelhard bearing serial number 829483 resulted as 
EXPECTED with Very LITTLE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY. However, the presence of an 
EVEN AND UNIFORM COLOR as clearly demonstrated by the Thermal Atomic Images 
inside the Unique Mendezized® 24 karat commercial Gold Ingots bearing serial 
numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003 came as a complete SURPRISE to us. This is 
Undisputable PHYSICAL Prima Facie Atomic Evidence since Atoms cannot lie or deceive 
and clearly demonstrates that the THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY inside the Unique 
Mendezized® 24 karat commercial Gold Ingots bearing serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 
1003. In this case we have PPHYSICAL AND TANGIBLE STORED THERMAL  
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CONDUCTIVITY because the Mendezized® 24 karat commercial Gold Ingots bearing 
serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003 are not ATTACHED or CONNECTED to any kind 
of TTHERMAL SOURCE. Additionally, the TTHERMAL MEASUREMENTS were conducted In 
Situ or at room temperature. The Estimated Average TTHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
between the three UnMendezized One Ounce Commercial 24 Karat Gold bars, 
manufactured by three different manufacturers; Credit Suisse bearing serial 
number 656079, Johnson Matthey bearing serial number A74362 and Engelhard 
bearing serial number 829483  compared to the three U n i q u e  Mendezized® 24 
Karat One Ounce Commercial Gold Bars 99999999999,9% pure, manufactured by 
Mendezized Metals Corporation bearing serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003 is 55 
ORDERS of MAGNITUDE GREATER in favor of the three Mendezized® 24 Karat One 
Ounce Commercial Gold Bars. 
 
The Estimated Average TTHERMAL RESISTIVITY between the three UnMendezized 
One Ounce Gold bars, manufactured by three different manufacturers; Credit 
Suisse bearing serial number 656079, Johnson Matthey bearing serial number 
A74362 and Engelhard bearing serial number 829483 compared to the Three 
U n i q u e  Mendezized® One Ounce Commercial Gold Bars 99999999999,9% pure, 
manufactured by Mendezized Metals Corporation bearing serial numbers 1001, 
1002, and 1003 is 55 ORDERS of MAGNITUDE LOWER in favor  of the three  Unique 
Mendezized® Commercial 24 Karat One Ounce Gold Bars. THEREFORE,  
Mendezized® One  Ounce  Commercial 24 Karat Gold Bars 99999999999,9% pure, 
manufactured by Mendezized Metals Corporation bearing serial numbers 1001, 
1002, and 1003 have GGREATER THERMAL CONDUCTIVE  and HAVE LLESS THERMAL 
RESISTIVITY c o m p a re d  t o  the UnMendezized Commercial  24 Karat One  Ounce 
Gold bars, manufactured by three different manufacturers; Credit Suisse bearing 
serial number 656072, Johnson Matthey bearing serial number A74362, and 
Engelhard bearing  serial number 829483. 

“Thermal Property” is def ined as  the response of a material to the application 
of heat. As a solid absorbs energy in the form of heat, its temperature rises and its 
dimensions increase. The energy may be transported to cooler regions of the 
specimen if temperature gradients exist, and ultimately, the specimen may melt. 
Heat capacity, thermal expansion, and thermal conductivity are properties that 
are often critical in the practical utilization of solids. A solid material, when 
heated, experiences an increase in temperature signifying that some energy has 
been absorbed. Heat capacity is a property that is indicative of a material’s ability to 
absorb heat from the external surroundings; it represents the amount of energy 
required to produce a unit temperature rise. In most solids the principal mode of  
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thermal energy assimilation is by the increase in vibrational energy of the atoms. 
Again, atoms in solid materials are constantly vibrating at very high frequencies 
and with relatively small amplitudes. Rather than being independent of one 
another, the vibrations of adjacent atoms are coupled by virtue of the atomic 
bonding.  These vibrations are coordinated in such a way that traveling lattice 
waves are produced. These may be thought of as elastic waves or simply sound 
waves, having short wavelengths and very high frequencies, which propagate 
through the crystal at the velocity of sound. The vibrational thermal energy for a 
material consists of a series of these elastic waves, which have a range of 
distributions and frequencies. Only certain energy values are allowed (the energy is 
said to be quantized), and a single quantum of vibrational energy is called a 
phonon (A phonon is analogous to the quantum of electromagnetic radiation, 
the pphoton.) On occasion, the vibrational waves themselves are termed 
phonons. Thermal scattering of free electrons during electronic conduction is by 
these vibrational waves, and these elastic waves also participate in the transport 
of energy during thermal conduction. 
 
The  Thermal Force Microscope or Thermal conductivity mapping is done with a built in 
thermocouple on the thermal probe itself and is set at a very high resolution (50 nm). 
Thermal images are highlighted on a color map and it is measured in terms of voltage. 
The Thermal probes are connected to a mini controller and after processing the signal is 
fed to the AFM controller for data acquisition. COLOR VARIATION in the ATOMIC 
IMAGES indicates there is a WIDE RANGE of variation in THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
which is typical of any metal. UUNIFORM COLOR CODING indicates that TTHERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY IS PERFECTLY UNIFORM ACROSS THE IMAGE. The uniform color is 
EXACTLY what is HHAPPENING INSIDE the Unique Mendezized® 24 Karat 
Commercial One Ounce Gold Bars bearing serial numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003. 
This PHYSICALLY INDICATES that there is a UNIFORM MASTER FREQUENCY GOVERNING THE 
PHONONS inside the Unique Mendezized® 24 Karat Commercial One Ounce Bars bearing serial 
numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003 because the PHONONS have been QUANTIZED as DEMONSTRATED 
with the UNIFORM THERMAL COLOR DISPLAYED by the Thermal measurements of the 
three UnMendezized 24 Karat Commercial One Ounce Gold Bars compared to the 
Unique Mendezized® 24 Karat Commercial One Ounce Gold Bars bearing serial 
numbers 1001, 1002, and 1003. 
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TFM of Commercial Gold Bar Credit Suisse
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TFM of Commercial Gold Bar Engelhard
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TFM of Mendezized® Gold Bar 1001
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